
 
 

 

रेलवे भत  बोड 
Railway Recruitment Board 

जी.सी.एस. अ तपताल के सामने, मंडल रेल बंधक कायालय के िनकट, 
Opp. GCS Hospital, Near DRM office, 

अमदुपुरा, Amadupura, अहमदाबाद Ahmedabad - 382 345 
E-mail: as-rrbadi@nic.in  Telefax: 079-22940858  

     ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
No. RRB/ADI/E/R&T/01/2019(NTPC)                                                                  Dt.27.02.2023 
 
 
Additional Document verification for Cat. No. 09 Commercial cum Ticket clerk against CEN No. 
01/2019 (NTPC) 
 
1.0: Candidates bearing the Roll Numbers listed herein under have been provisionally shortlisted 
for the additional Document Verification (DV) for the posts notified in Pay Level – 3, based on 
their score in 2nd stage CBT. This list of shortlisted candidates for ADV is drawn equal to the 
revised vacancies published in the websites of RRBs, subject to availability of eligible candidates.  
2.0: Document Verification (DV) will be held on 13.03.2023 and 14.03.2023. The candidates 
scheduled for DV will get an email and SMS to download their e-call letter from RRB Website. 
Block date for absentee candidate will be 17.03.2023. 
Failure to report for document verification tantamount to rejection of candidature. In case the 
candidate is not able to attend for document verification on account of his/her appearing in a 
University / Govt. examinations or personal sickness, They are advise to :- (1) send intimation of 
his/her non reporting along with the reason to this office by Mail on scheduled date and time, and 
(2) report for the document verification on Block date at 09.00 AM along with documentary proof 
(as above) in support of his/her not having been able to attend the document verification on the 
schedule date and time, They should report with E-Call letter for DV already issued. No separate 
E-Call letter for the block date will be issued. The intimation for block date is already mentioned 
in the e-call letter issued to the candidates. 
3.0: Candidates may note that after successful completion of DV, they have to undergo Medical 
Examination at the nominated Railway Hospitals located in the jurisdiction of RRB. The 
candidates are required to come prepared to stay for three to four days. Candidates have to pay the 
prescribed medical fee of Rs.24/-. Accordingly, candidates have to come prepared for DV and 
medical examination.  
4.0: The shortlisted candidates for DV should produce all the original documents along with one 
set of Xerox copies in A4 size as detailed in the CEN and e-call letter.  
5.0: Candidature of all the shortlisted candidates for Document Verification is purely provisional 
and is liable to be cancelled, at any stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any inconsistency 
/ deficiency in the data furnished by them in their online application or any malpractice on the part 
of candidates coming to the notice of RRB at any stage of the recruitment process. It may be noted 
that merely calling a candidate for Document Verification does not entitle him/her in any way to 
an appointment in the Railways.  



6.0: While every care has been taken in preparing the list of candidates shortlisted for Document 
Verification, RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical/printing 
mistakes. RRB regrets for the inability to entertain any correspondence from unsuccessful 
candidates.  
7.0: Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of 
getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB 
exams is fully computerised and the selection is based purely on the merit of the candidates.  
8.0: Candidates are advised to regularly visit RRB’s official website for the updates.  
 
9.0: The Roll Numbers of provisionally shortlisted candidates for Document Verification are 
arranged horizontally in ascending order and not in the order of merit. 
 
Level-3  56 candidates 

111191110012680 111191110167670 111191110344107 111191110346272 
111191130022033 111191130066404 111191150205409 111191170209877 
111191190224939 111191260121550 111191260319579 111192110145497 
111192110213393 111192110215039 111192110252308 111192110298566 
111192110367263 111192120176648 111192150070843 111192240103398 
111192250134860 111192300017091 111193120127851 111193120201395 
111193120203026 111194110169564 111194120034457 111194120037150 
111194120040870 111194120086668 111194120088253 111194120130779 
111194120159010 111194120205592 111194130126631 111194150009153 
111194150083565 111194150094895 111194150128089 111194190107435 
111194250281843 111194260055441 111194260108472 111194260114461 
111194260160367 111194260201529 111194260299969 111194260357855 
111194260393398 111195110200188 111195150131683 111195170210606 
111195190006194 111195240146276 111195260205420 111195270027024 

 
Cut Off 

 UR SC ST OBC EWS 
Cat. No. 09 Commercial cum Ticket 
clerk 

86.33333 75.00000 72.00000 82.66667 
 

78.66667 
 

 
 

---End of List— 
 

Chairman-RRB-Ahmedabad 
 
 
 


